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Another challenge for the clinical implementation of 
adaptive treatments is linked to treatment planning and 
quality assurance, with the associated workload that is 
directly linked to the patient numbers. For treatment 
planning, first generation systems for automated planning 
already exist, with minimal user interaction tested under 
clinical scenarios. With respect to quality assurance there is 
a move from patient specific QA towards more stringent 
machine specific QA, and from reactive to proactive 
procedures utilizing electronic data. Verifying range in ion-
beam therapy is a very specific QA procedure but 
complementary. 
The overarching challenges ahead for image guided and 
(biologically) adaptive radiotherapy are similar for both 
photon and ion-beam therapy, although each branch has its 
own detailed issues to be solved. The era of technological 
developments turns into the era of clinical implementation, 
which necessitates the intensification of interdisciplinary 
collaboration.  
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Purpose: The purpose of this work is the understanding of 
image partitioning due to Time of Flight (TOF) in PET raw 
data, as extracted from commercial PET-CT scanners without 
confidential information from the vendors. The work 
complements the geometrical characterization of PET raw 
data in terms of image and sinogram correspondence, as 
reported in [1]. This characterization enables 
implementation of vendor independent TOF 3D 
reconstruction algorithms for Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
enhancement in extremely low count statistics imaging 
scenarios, as encountered in off-line PET-based treatment 
verification in ion beam therapy [2] 
Materials/methods: Seven point sources, placed in different 
trans-axial positions (x,y) of the Field of View (FOV) are 
acquired with a commercial PET-CT scanner (Siemens 
Biograph mCT) installed at the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy 
Center (Germany). PET raw data are organized in b TOF bins, 
where b=1:13. Each TOF bin is a sinogram parameterized in 
(p,θ,φ), collecting PET counts as a function of projection line 
p, azimuthal projection angle θ and polar angle φ. The 
method relies on the hypothesis that the unknown image 
partitioning coincides with half ring-shaped regions within 
the FOV, in addition to the first TOF bin that corresponds to 
the central full ring-shaped region, as depicted in Fig. 1 
(Panel B). Hence, given a point source in (x,y), the image 
partitioning is exclusively encoded in the projection angle θ. 
For each point source, the fraction of PET counts in each b as 
a function of θ is calculated (fb(θ)). The intersection of fb(θ) 
along θ for adjacent b defines the projection angle encoding 




relevant to the interface is calculated according to the 
source-to-detector distance (d(θ)): 
 
Median and standard deviations of d(θ) for the different point 
sources are calculated. 
Results: In Fig. 1 (Panel A), fb(θ) is reported for four different 
point sources. The mean values of radial partitioning resulted 
in ≈26 pixels for the first TOF bin, which coincides with the 
ray of the central full ring-shaped region, and ≈46 pixels for 
the second and the third TOF bins. The approximation 
depends on the adopted fitting to determine the fb(θ) 
intersections. For external TOF bins, the estimation resulted 
affected by large standard deviations because of noise due to 
reduced number of PET counts. 
Conclusions: In PET-based treatment verification, PET 
activity is distributed in proximity of the tumor target, which 
is typically centered in the FOV. In future investigations, to 
additionally increase the SNR of the image obtained from 
TOF 3D reconstruction, external TOF bins (b>5) will be 
intentionally neglected since they contain noisy PET counts 
coming from scatter (which has a TOF dependency [3]) and 
random contributions. 
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Purpose: This work proposes a novel method for spatial 
resolution enhancement of proton radiographies acquired 
with raster scanning and integration-mode detectors. The 
method, called enhanced integration-mode (EI-mode), simply 
relies on statistical interplay between adjacent raster points 
due to finite beam spot size and multiple Coulomb scattering 
(MCS). The aim is to investigate the performance of the 
proposed method for a simple and cost-effective integration-
mode configuration as alternative to widely investigated list-
mode detectors with broad beams. 
Materials/methods: With integration-mode the residual range 
information, or water equivalent thickness (WET), is obtained 
from multiple ions belonging to the same pencil beam, 
without single particle tracking. The integrated signal is 
